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The Twelve-Part Movement 

This serves as a general tonic for the entire system. It affects every muscle in the body and 
limbers the body. Performed rapidly, the movement brings energy into the body. Done slowly, 
it relaxes the body and mind and prepares one for a meditative approach to practice. 

The Twelve-Part Movement combines many of the benefits of the preceding poses, 
stretching you both forward and backward. It is useful to stand near a wall to help steady the 
balance. The breath is normal and even throughout the poses. 

POSITION ONE: Stand erect, feet 
together but not touching.  Bring the palms 
together in front of the chest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POSITION TWO: Lock the thumbs. Stretch the 
arms out in front of you. Watch the hands as 
you slowly raise the arms overhead. Look up. 
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POSITION THREE: Keep the arms straight and 
look at the hands. Fold forward slowly from the 
hips, knees slightly bent, allowing the arms and 
head to relax toward the floor as far as is 
comfortable. You may also place the hands on the 
floor for support. 

 

 

 

 

 

POSITION FOUR: Bend the knees and 
place the palms alongside the feet. 
Stretch the left leg back, placing the left 
knee on the floor. Leave the right foot 
between the hands and close to the 
chest. Look up. Arch the back. 

 

 

POSITION FIVE A: Bring the right foot back 
placing the right knee on the floor beside the left 
knee (on all fours). Look up and back. (You may 
skip Position Five B.) 
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POSITION FIVE B: Raise the 
buttocks so that the body now forms 
a triangle. Stretch the heels toward 
the floor and look at the feet. 

 

POSITION SIX: Slowly lower the knees and slide forward. Lower the chest and chin to the 
floor, leaving the pelvis slightly raised, or if more comfortable, just lower the body flat on the 
floor. The palms are now beneath the shoulders, elbows close to the body and pointing 
upward. 

 

POSITION SEVEN: Lower the pelvis to the floor. Look up, gently stretching upward with 
the head, neck and chest. Keep the elbows slightly bent and in toward the body. Do not 
push up with the hands. 
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POSITION EIGHT A: Pressing down on the palms and 
feet, lift back to the knees on all fours. (You may skip 
Position Eight B.) 

POSITION EIGHT B: Press down on the palms and feet 
to lift the buttocks, forming a triangle. 
  
 

POSITION NINE: Move the left foot 
forward between the hands, with the 
left knee touching the chest. The right 
leg is stretched back, with the right 
knee on the floor. 
 

 

 

POSITION TEN: Bring the right 
foot forward to meet the left. 
Knees bent, hands come off the 
floor as the legs straighten. Allow 
the head, neck and shoulders to 
relax toward the floor. Bend from 
the hips only as far as you feel 
comfortable. 
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POSITION ELEVEN: Lock the thumbs, stretch out 
and up. Keep the arms next to the ears. Look up (as 
in Position Two). 

 

 

POSITION TWELVE: Slowly bring the 
arms down in front, palms together in front 
of the chest. Relax. 
 

Lie down on the back, eyes closed, and relax in the resting position. As you feel more 
comfortable with the series, it can be repeated two or three times.  
 
Relative contraindications: modifications may be needed for orthopedic limitations 
Contraindications: positions 5 and 8 — labile hypertension, retinal hemorrhage; position 7 — abdominal aortic 
aneurysm 
 
 


